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Both branches ot the Legislature will one thing I am certain, "Old Sol" is
on duty in fine earnest down here, and
ndjotirn
at noon, and what
has been keeping the murcury well up
done by the body during its long session,
for some days past, so well up that the
remains yet to be understood, because
writer has had no uso for woolen goods of
the greater part ot the mischievous bills
any description for a week past, and for
passed were nerer printed, and will only
that matter cotten and linen has been
become fully understood when they go
as weighty as comfort desires.
The
into the pages of the official volume of
is not only warm but the atmo
weather
laws. The amount of private legislation
sphere is dry and balmy, having about
secured at this'sessioo, aotwithstanding
the same effect on the system for toning
he Irce use of the veto power by the
it up, that a dry bitter oold day would
Governor, was immense, and much of it
have in our Northern climate, without

u

y

of a mischievous character.
The great
corporations got all they wanted, while
the attempts of little combinations to secure incorporate privileges were either
snubbed in the Legislature or crushed in
the Executive Chamber.
Of course,
there were wliolcsomo.laws enacted, but
of these we cannot speak, until we see
them in priut, and it is better therefore
to refrain from free criticisms' at pres
ent.
Every years' expsrionce convinces us
of the necessity of more closoly defining
the powers of the Legislative branch of
tho government; of restraining within
certain limits, and making the Constitution as plain and comprehensive in i's
control and direction of legislation (hat
we know just what a Legislature can
and cannot do. Under the present ruling, there is no limitation to the powers
of a Legislature.
By long practice un- rebuked it assumes to be the supreme
power of the government, to dispose of
its franchises and wound its vitality, as
its caprice or interests uiaj dictate The
press has fearlessly warned the people of
this growing tendency to evil, and when
the disaster comes, which is the legioal
result ot such a course of action, the
people will have themselves to blame
for all they snfler from its effects.-St.- ite
Journal, 10th inst.
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